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QUESTION 1

Which are the two ways in which Milestones differ from Agents? (Choose two.) 

A. Milestones may be made up of one or more Agents. 

B. Milestones monitor for a condition to occur, whereas Agents only start and stop based on a time-based schedule. 

C. Milestones may be both "reactive" (for example, they monitor for a condition to occur) and "proactive" (for example,
they can initiate before, at, or a prescribed number of times after a condition occurs). 

D. Agents monitor for a condition to occur, whereas Monitors only start and stop based on a time-based schedule. 

E. Agents may be made up of one or more Milestones. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer has US and Germany orders. 

How would you setup a User role with read/write access for US orders, and only read access for German orders? 

A. Assign multiple User Roles while creating User. 

B. Access can be controlled via VPD profile along with external Predicates. 

C. Access can be controlled via Access Control List and assign to User Role. 

D. Assign multiple User Role grants in User Role. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In which two of the following cases is it useful to use the "Show Routing Options" shipment planning method? (Choose
two.) 

A. when you want to view OTM\\'s recommendation without actually planning the shipment 

B. when you want to override the delivery constraints on the Order Base 

C. when you want to auto-tender the shipment after planning is complete 

D. when you want to specify the carrier that you want to receive the shipment tender 

E. when you want to specify the itinerary that you want to use for the shipment 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 4

You are writing an agent to be triggered when an Order Release Update is received via integration. You would like the
agent to check if the Order Release is on a shipment and if it is, you want OTM to only update the Order Release. 

Which option will achieve this? 

A. You can use an agent saved condition to identify OR ON SHIPMENT WITH RESOURCES TENDERED/SECURED
and use the ORDER RELEASE - MOD - NO PROCESSING agent action. 

B. You can use an agent saved condition to identify OR ON SHIPMENT and use the ORDER RELEASE - MOD - NO
PROCESSING agent action. 

C. You can use an agent saved condition OR ON SHIPMENT and use the ORDER RELEASE - MOD - NO
PROCESSING action. 

D. You can use an agent saved condition to identify OR ON SHIPMENT and use the ORDER RELEASE - MOD -
FUTURE PROCESSING agent action. 

E. You can use an agent saved condition to identify OR ON SHIPMENT and use the ORDER RELEASE - MOD - FULL
IMPACT action. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

By default, OTM installs some agents at the time of installation. 

Identify two correct statements. (Choose two.) 

A. By default, some agents are active, while others are inactive. The Administrator or other authorized persons must
review the agents and activate or deactivate appropriately. 

B. All agents are inactive. The Administrator or other authorized persons must review and activate those they want to
run in their environment. 

C. OTM will install agents into the designated "company" domain, but not into domains such as PUBLIC and
SERVPROV. 

D. All agents are active. The Administrator or other authorized persons must review and deactivate those they want to
run in their environment. 

E. OTM will install agents into domains such as PUBLIC and SERVPROV. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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